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The Bar
Our newly refurbished bar with roaring �re, cosy 

snugs, booths and bar seating serves all our core 

beers plus our seasonal brews and guest ales. 

We have the best artisan spirits, mixers and a soft 

drinks menu that’ll make every non-drinker drool! 

We also have a guest cider each week as well as a 

bottled range from local producers.

Opening times: 

Wed & Thur 5 - 9pm  • Fri  3 - 9pm     • Sat  12 - 9pm   • Sun  12 - 9pm

Brewery Tours
Do something di�erent or better still, buy a Brewery Tour as a gift!  

Our tours include a half pint of any Triple �f beer available at the time, to 

drink as our Brewer walks you through our brewery. Two further half pints can be 

enjoyed in our onsite bar afterwards. Vouchers are available online, by giving us a 

call or popping into our onsite shop.

The Shop
We stock an incredible selection of the best rated 

craft beers from around the world but if beers aren’t 

your thing then maybe our selection of artisan Gins, 

Rums, Vodkas, Whiskeys and more can tempt you.

Opening times :

Mon - Fri  9am-5pm • Sat  10am-2pm

 
  triple�fbrewery

  @triple�fbrewer

  triple�fbrewery

triplefff.com
01420 561422  |  sales@triple�f.com

3 Magpie Works, Station Approach,  

Four Marks, Hampshire, GU34 5HN

3.8% A.B.V.
BEST BITTER

alto nomine

4.2% A.B.V.
BEST BITTER
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It’s all getting a bit tedious now isn’t it? Confidence in the 
government’s Covid strategy (if there is one) is running 
low. Lockdown fatigue is difficult to fight and even the 
sinners among us are praying for a vaccine. It’s unlikely, the 
scientists tell us, that even if we get one, it will be the once 
and for all cure we are desperate for though.
So how do we keep our spirits up and hang on to the 
belief that one day, in the not too distant future, things will 
return to normal? My guess is that those strongest among 
us are those that are doing things. Our key workers, those 
that work in shops, hospitals, schools, the construction and 
manufacturing industries and the transport infrastructure. 
In fact, those that work.  For those that cannot work now, 
hobbyists, DiYers, helpers, carers, walkers and a host of 
other lively villagers have all discovered that the best way 
to ward off depression and unhappiness is to be active. 
You don’t have to race up and down the seven hills that 
surround Alton but to do things that require us to abandon 
the sofa and at least move.  Indeed, it’s not even necessary 
to move outside your front door if you can at least stay in 
regular communication with the outside world. Staying in 
touch has never been easier and if you need a lesson in 
Zoom, Facebook, email or Whatsapp, there are plenty of 
people, with time on their hands who would, I am sure, be 
happy to give you a lesson.
Communication is the key. There are probably 
lots of people in the village that you don’t know  
who could be your fiends. I urge you to join the 
Whatsapp community help group and contribute 
to the Holybourne Community Facebook page. If you 
are unhappy, lonely or depressed, please let others know. 
You will be amazed at the instantaneous response that 
wonderful people in the village will make.  I was hugely 
moved by the revelation of one of our contributors had 
taken up an art form to tackle mental health issues and 
found it enormously therapeutic. There really are things you 
can do and perhaps the most therapeutic activity of all is to 
help someone with something. Give it a go!
My thanks go to the front-line workers; to those that help 
others; those that offer support; to the pub and the shop, 
our vicar, our local authority representatives and the HVA.  
To everyone in the village, stay safe, wear your mask with 
pride and look after yourself and each other. 
Finally from us all on the production team, we all hope you 
have as good a Christmas as we are allowed to have.
Jerry Janes, Editor   jerrymjj@outlook.com
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor
2020 – a memorable year!  The summer had glorious 
weather; Holybourne enjoyed the visiting people as well 
as regulars walking their dogs and enjoying the beautiful 
scenery, the crops on the fields, the birds singing so loudly, 
or it seemed that way. Despite lockdown the world seemed 
a wonderful place.
Then came the rain, the storms; the flood that rushed down 
the lane in every direction. Vindomis Close, in the firing 
line so to speak, received much of the deluge [see photo 
below]. At Cuckoos Corner we had a river!
Before the rain it was a surprise – shock even – to see 
the archaeological team excavating the fields behind the 
children’s playground. The largest concern is that there 
may be housing on these fields, causing chaos on London 
Road and Church Lane that were built for the use of horse 
and cart and of course tractors, not cars, vans or lorries.   
With the springs beneath the Downs that also feed into the 
village pond concern extends to further flooding.
However, according to a report from EHDC last June 
2019, and I quote: “The use of farm land for all types of 
development should be restricted…There is support for 
the policy welcoming policy protection for hedgerows, 
trees and woodland as it aids protection of the landscape 
and character of the village”   
There is hope. Frances McGahey

Dear Editor
May I congratulate you on the lovely photo of Alton from 
the top of Holybourne Downs on the cover of the summer 
edition 2020 of the magazine.
How awful it would be if our village was lost to similar 
views over Holybourne as I understand that there are 
potential plans to build 200+ houses on the fields at the 
back of the children’s playground. Most seriously there is 
a very significant risk of flooding as we have seen in the 
village.
I ask that the village and Planners are really aware of these 
serious issues. 
Mrs Susan Dickson

Vandalism of picnic tables

Cover Story: Wing Walking!

Alton has many wonderful open spaces maintained by the 
Town Council and several of them are designated areas of 
play for young children.  ATC has just spent a considerable 
amount of money refurbishing the play areas in the Public 
Gardens and at Treloar Heights. 
The play area at Holybourne is also maintained by ATC 
and over the years residents have spent time and energy 
fundraising to improve it. Three picnic tables were donated 
by Holybourne Care at a cost of about £600 each. So 
imagine how angry we were to see the benches following 
a wanton act of mindless vandalism. The benches were 
too badly damaged to be repaired so had to be removed. 
Please, if you know who did this, contact the police.
[When Holybourne Care was wound up a couple of 
years ago, the money that had been donated was used 
to purchase wooden seating for the playground. The 
destruction of this seating is an attack on the village. Please 
do not let them get away with it. Ed.]
Cllr Pam Jones, Chair of Open Spaces and Leader ATC

She’s only gone and done it again. Jennie Blaber, 
Holybourne’s very own octogenarian dare devil has 
followed up her abseiled descent of the Spinnaker Tower 
by having herself strapped to a bi-plane for a quick flight 
around rural England early in September. Once again 
raising money for Broadlands, Riding for the Disabled 
charity, Jennie put her life on the line for this intrepid 
next adventure. What on earth would induce someone of 
(supposedly) sound mind to do this?
“From the first cocktail shaking run down the field for 
take-off until the engines were cut in the spectators’ area 
after landing, excitement was high. It had taken my brain 
sometime to adjust to this new element with the shock of 
cheeks, earlobes and even eye-lids flapping (even under 
my goggles) as we swooped over the countryside. The 
first banking action matched the scariest of fairground rides 
but the whole thing was the most wonderful thrill and 
I’m delighted to have been able to do it in order to raise 
money for the charity.”  
What lies ahead from Jennie now? Bungee jumping from 
the Shard perhaps? Heaven only knows but what we do 
know is that this is not a lady who just likes to watch life go 
by. Keep it going Jennie until your next crazy adventure.  If 
you’d like to contribute to the charity she flew for, the link is 
https://cafdonate.cafonline.org/9679#/DonationDetails

Jennie Blaber
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Holybourne Village Association
Having lived in the Highlands of Scotland for 45 years with 
no close neighbours or amenities, when we decided to 
move south 7 years ago, we had a wish list of things we 
wanted in a new home. Top of the list was to live in a nice 
friendly village with a pub that we could walk to and a 
shop where we could go to buy a pint of milk! Holybourne 
has met those requirements perfectly.
However, times change, and we must not take anything 
for granted. During lockdown the services offered by the 
Holybourne shop and the White Hart provided a lifeline 
for many during the crisis, and this just emphasised how 
important these facilities are to the village, on an everyday 
basis. HVA are therefore taking the first steps to see how 
it might be possible to protect these assets, along with 
others that add value to our village way of life, for future 
generations. To this end we are investigating applying to 
the District council to include certain land and buildings 
considered to be of “community value” on a list of “assets 
of community value”. If successful this would mean that if 
the owner of one of these assets wanted to sell or “dispose” 
of the land or building, a community interest group would 
have the right to be considered a potential bidder and 
have an opportunity to negotiate to buy the property. I 
suspect many of us might consider this to be a route worth 
exploring, if we were ever to be faced with the loss of our 
pub or shop. Please let us know your views on this and 
whether you support this approach.
As I have already mentioned, the Holybourne Shop and 
White Hart went above and beyond the call of duty during 
lockdown and beyond, making sure that villagers were 
well supplied with food, drink and groceries, as well as 
boosting our morale. It was therefore a unanimous decision 
and a great pleasure to award the Holybourne Cup for 
2020 to Paul & Jo Guppy [top photo], and Lorne & Carey 
Robertson [lower photo]. This was well deserved, and we 
thank them all. Times are tough and we must do our bit to 
support these businesses as they have helped us!
The recent AGM saw long-serving committee member and 
previous Chairman David Tomlinson stepping down from 
the committee. Many thanks David, you really served the 
village well and will be missed. Thanks also to Jill Robinson, 
who steps down as well. Happily, they have been replaced 
by two excellent additions to the committee: Kellie-Jayne 
Cox, a solicitor, and John Rapley, a water engineer.
Covid restrictions mean that HVA will continue to meet 
via Zoom for the foreseeable future. Please join us on any 
second Tuesday of the month at 8pm if you want to raise 
any particular subject, or just want to hear what is going 
on. Just contact secretary@holybourne.com for the access 
details. Feedback is always welcome, and you can keep up 
to date via our website www.holybourne.com and HVA 
Facebook page. Stay safe.
David Houghton chairman@holybourne.com

Paul & Jo Guppy

Lorne & Carey Robertson
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Books Beat Boredom!
Looking for something to do while at home?
We would love you to listen to children read 
or read to them while they’re not at school.

Introduce your favourite book to the younger 
generation; let them introduce you to one of 
their favourite books or pick an entirely new 
book – all that we ask is the book chosen is 
age appropriate.  Children would benefit from 
the reading routine while not at school and 
it will hopefully provide some much needed 
entertainment and company for people at 
home.  All interaction will take place remotely 
on whatever technology is available for both 
listener and reader.
Holybourne & Neatham children will 

be matched with local 
residents.  If you are 
interested   in finding 
out more (whether 
parent of child or 

resident), please contact                                     
Tessa Laughton:  

tessa.laughton@gmail.com

We are a small group of  mature
carers who can provide care in the

privacy of  your own home.

Assistance with personal care
Continence care

Arranging appointments
Meal preparation, shopping

Light housework
Daytime sitting service

Overnight stays

We are all insured and work
independently but still work together

as a team so we can provide cover
for any holidays or sickness.

References available
Tel: Carol 07753 178468

Email: c.may981@btinternet.com

CAN'T YOU DO
ANYTHING RIGHT ?

HOME COMPUTER SUPPORT & TUITION
" My PC Home Help ! "

Friendly, Professional Support for
Windows PC, Apple Computers, iPads etc.

visit: www.myPChomehelp.co.uk

Computer Repairs, Virus Removal & Upgrades
Broadband Wired/Wireless Solutions & Setup
One To One Home Tuition for all Abilities
Smart TVs and other Home Technology

I Supply, Install & Support PCs, iMacs & iPads

Call RICHARD SIERS on Bentley (01420) 22844
enquiries@myPChomehelp.co.uk

Free quotation and
consultation
Fully qualified and
insured
References available

Specialists in Ponds,
Water Features, Paving
and Timberwork

For all your
hard and soft
landscaping needs

Tel: 01730 601931
Mob: 07795 615526

thrivelandscapes@aol.com
www.thrivelandscapes.org
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We couldn’t be prouder of the children 
at Holybourne Village Pre-School, as 
throughout 2020 they have proved 
their resilience and ability to adapt, 
time and time again.  Although our 
doors had to close in March, we stayed 
in touch with the families and ran 
Zoom calls for the children throughout 
lockdown, so they could see their 
friends, virtually at least. We also sent 
activity packs home to help entertain 
the children, including wipeable pages 
that they could practice pencil control 
and writing their name on, to continue 
developing their skills.
During lockdown the pre-school team 
trawled through all the government 
guidance documents and put together our corona virus 
operational plan, risk assessments, a rigorous cleaning 
schedule and finally a parental agreement to ensure we 
could open safely.  All our families were sent a copy in 
preparation to open in June.  We are very fortunate that 
the village hall committee kindly agreed to allow us to 
reopen on 15th June to a small bubble of children, which 
especially helped our older children with the transition 
from pre-school to primary school.
One of the things the children have loved 
making since returning to pre-school is their 
own individual pack of  play dough and 
although it seems like they are just having 
fun, Sue Husbands, the pre-school manager, 
says: “Playdough is as an essential resource 
for pre-writing skills, building the muscles in 
our hands is essential before we can even 
think about correct hand grips and writing our 
name.”
We may find ourselves staying at home over 
the coming weeks, so we thought we would 
share some simple ideas to do with your little 
ones.
 So to make play dough at home you will need: 
2 cups flour
2/3rds cup salt
4 tsp cream of tartar
2 cups water mixed with a food colour of 
choice
4 tbsp oil
Heat on the hob and stir until it binds together.  
Then knead the dough on the worktop. You 
may need to add more flour, or oil, depending 
on the consistency, or some essential oil for a 
sensory sensation! 

Or with Christmas just around the corner you may want to 
create some Christmas tree ornaments. You can make good 
use of the cardboard boxes from your Christmas shopping;  
cut the card into either a tree, star, a stocking or a bauble, 
as you know anything goes these days judging from the 
skiing Marmot last year!  Once you have secured a loop 
with which to hang it, then add a base colour with pen or 
paint and finally decorate with collage materials and that 

all important glitter (always wise to have 
the hoover on standby).
Obviously this year everything is running 
a little differently, we have put lots of 
Covid safety measures in place.  Please 
contact us if you would like to view the 
pre-school setting (out of hours only), 
or discuss your requirements, as we 
only have a few places remaining.  Our 
usual fundraising events haven’t taken 
place this year, so we are planning to 
raise money for more Covid-friendly 
toys and resources; keep an eye on our 
Facebook page for further details. 
Holybourne Village Pre-School 
operates from Holybourne Village Hall 
and is open 9am-3pm on Mondays, 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays and 9am-
12pm on Thursday and Friday.  Children 
start with us from 2.5 years up to school 
age.  Children who are entitled to 
Early Years Funding attend completely 
free (no top-up fees). For enquiries 
please call Sue on 07748824942 
oremailholybournevillagepreschool@
yahoo.co.uk  You can also find out more 
via the Holybourne Village Pre-School 
Facebook page.

Holybourne Village Pre-School
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ROOKERY
BARNS LTD

Complete your country home...

Quality, Style and Service since 1998
tel: 01420 488870 | www.rookerybarns.com

As your local barn specialist, we have designed and 
constructed over 900 oak barn-style buildings in the last 20 
years. We offer to take care of every stage of your project:     

� Designing your barn
� Securing planning approval if required
� Groundworks and landscaping
� Barn construction and erection
� Roofing, electrics and internal fit-out
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Holly Yendell
Another story of a disrupted life and 
career and of the determination not 
to let Covid win
She’d done her degree in Fashion Design at Kingston 
University, she’d done internships with some well-known 
brands in America and she’d produced her first collection 
of designs for her new fashion line. Then Covid arrived and 
the world stopped for Holly Yendell, founder and designer 
for L.able a unique fashion brand for disabled people. So 
how does a young woman like Holly who had worked in 
London, New York and San Francisco, for brands such as 
GAP and Hobbs, motivate herself to keep going when her 
market, contacts and suppliers are continually threatened?
“After launching L.able, I have worked with people with 
all kinds of disabilities and it has really changed my 
perspective of the fashion industry. I make sure when doing 
my research that I got feedback from carers and spouses 
too, as they are often doing the dressing. There are many 
disabilities, each of which have their own challenges when 
it comes to clothing and getting dressed so I’m always on 
the lookout for new ways to make clothing more accessible.  
I had designed and sampled a small collection of around 
twenty garments for a brand launch in March, which was 
cancelled due to Coronavirus. This was to show a variety of 
the designs I had been working on and get some opinions 
and industry feedback. 
A photoshoot was also planned at the start of the year with 
two amazing models from Zebedee Model Management. 
We are planning to reorganise this for after the pandemic 
has calmed down and when it’s safer for everyone involved. 
We still aim to show these pieces at an event and digitally, 
but in the meantime we’ll try to make a handful of the staple 
pieces available online. 
I’d love to be able to create a brand that is full of 
inclusiveness and provide a range of accessible clothing 
that is affordable and doesn’t feel out of place with other 

fashion brands. In the future I’d also love to work and 
collaborate with other designers and creatives whose 
focus is accessibility. Achieving any conversation about 
making fashion more accessible is a step forward in the 
right direction. There is still a long way to go and it’s great 
to see awareness being spread on social media and being 
part of this.”
In the short term Holly is focussing on liaising with her tailor 
and producers to market and distribute a fleece hoody and 
waterproof cape whose design facilitates dressing and 
undressing but she has also been involved in Holybourne’s 
Surgical Scrubs production by commandeering her dad’s 
big printer to produce the patterns for the ladies who 
made them.  With that behind her she’s now working from 
home, seeing her tailor when she can and trying to be as 
upbeat as possible about the future.  She’s become an 
expert on marketing through Facebook, Amazon and other 
online outlets but misses, like the rest of us, the interaction 
with her clients and friends.  
“My life is not awful; I’m lucky to be living in the beautiful 
countryside and to be able to go for walks and I’d really 

struggle if I was cooped up in a tiny 
flat in London. I’m fortunate that 
because of my dad’s own difficulties 
with clothing and his involvement with 
people with all kinds of disabilities, I’ve 
been made aware of the difficulties 
that may arise with clothing and even 
accessing clothing.”
This care for and interest in the needs 
of disabled people inspires Holly’s 
work. She is a hugely motivated, 
driven young woman fighting the 
injustice of Covid and the way people 
with a disability have been largely 
ignored by the fashion industry.  She is 
one of a generation challenged by the 
epidemic and threats of Covid but she 
is there still, fighting and determined 
not to let any of it beat her.
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I learnt a great deal about soldiers on the Front Line in France 
in the First World War whilst studying English Literature 
at Alton College 14 years ago. I never expected to be 
described as being on the “Front Line” myself, until Covid19 
surfaced on our shores. My experiences are a reflection of 
my coping mechanisms and will likely be radically different 
from colleagues working elsewhere. I am an Intensive Care 
Nurse working in Bath. I’ve always said Intensive Care isn’t 
for me, it isn’t a good fit, but I suppose we are all a bit 
weird in Intensive Care.
Before Covid19 arrived in the area, it was clear that our 
Matron realised the severity of the situation and the 
planning that needed to happen. Quite early on, we had 
donning and doffing training, including these ridiculous 
hoods which required a very special technique to remove 
without infecting yourself. Our Matron also bought us all 
new shoes. Wipeable shoes. We don’t use the hoods 
anymore.
I suppose my recollections of the months of April and May 
are a little hazy. Maybe I am choosing to bury some of the 
experiences that happened. Things got really weird when 
we took over theatres and teamed up with theatre staff. 

One of the biggest challenges that successive lockdowns, 
furloughs, redundancies and home-working has provided 
has to been to our mental health. It’s very easy to feel 
isolated particularly if you are new to the community or 
of an age where approaching people is becoming harder.  
We tend to value self-reliance, British stiff upper lip and 
shrugging off mental pressures but it is a fact that cases of 
mental illnesses have risen dramatically since the onset of 
Covid. Mental health disorders account for almost a quarter 
of all incidences of ill health in the UK now and the loss of 
coping strategies for many and the difficulty in accessing 
supporting agencies, family and friends, combined with 
the difficulty now of receiving mental health care are 
adding up to  a very serious issue.
What can we do about this as a community? I find myself 
returning to really good advice that Richard Kelly gave in a 
letter to me prior to the pandemic which was to involve 
oneself in the activities of the village. There is no age 
limit, young or old on the HVA committee which tends 

The pace was frantic, the workload more than tripled, the 
frustrations were numerous. A local company donated 
walkie talkies to us so we could communicate better 
through the windows. We utilised white boards to write 
messages, demand new syringes of drugs and ask for 
assistance. And we learnt so much. The normal practices 
that are tried and tested, were tried and tested on these 
patients, but they didn’t work. We had to change so much. 
And we had to accept our limitations and that we could 
not achieve all that we usually felt we could achieve. You 
don’t know sweaty until you’ve been in full PPE for hours, 
with sweat dripping down your face under your mask and 
running into your mouth. And you still can’t take your mask 
off. That’s diaphoresis.
 I gave my all at work, I picked up numerous extra shifts, 
and in my free time, I planted a garden. To quote Audrey 
Hepburn; “To plant a garden is to believe in tomorrow”. 
When you are in the midst of a pandemic, caring for the 
sickest patients who cannot always cling to life, if feels even 
more important to partake in delayed gratification. Now it’s 
September and I have hundreds of tomatoes, a handful 
of aubergines and enough courgettes to fill the shelves of 
Waitrose. I also have memories of multiple patients who 
made it out of Intensive Care, and some who did not.
But here is the twist, I’ve enjoyed myself. Does that make me 
a psychopath? I would not wish Covid19 on anyone, but 
it was a pleasure to look after the sickest. It really is a very 
strange disease, and I feel that we are far better prepared 
to face it now than we were back in March.  Still, wear your 
mask, over your mouth and nose, please.
Sophie Legg

Life in Life in 
the ICUthe ICU

Staying Happy in HolybourneStaying Happy in Holybourne
to coordinate whole village activities such as Fireworks or 
Remembrance ceremonies but it’s not necessary to be a 
committee member if you fancy doing something that has 
village-wide appeal.
The joy I witnessed when moving around the entire village 
photographing the VE day celebrations was a testament to 
the enthusiasm of shared group activities.  You may know 
that we tried to organise a Village Winter Fayre but were 
thwarted by the second Covid lockdown.  We haven’t 
given up and we will try again for mid-January. All we are 
suggesting is a kind of giant car boot sale but with stalls 
either on the end of people’s drives or for those that don’t 
have drives along London Road, a site behind the children’s 
play equipment.  Whatever we do, please try to become 
involved either as a participant or by wandering through 
the village to buy people’s junk, lockdown produce or the 
unwanted contents of their garages.  We want our local 
businesses involved and hope there will be music, and 
lovely things to eat.
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Similarly Kellie-Jayne Cox is urging us through the 
Holybourne Community Facebook page to decorate our 
houses or front gardens to “light up” the village. What a 
great idea!  We all know how much children adore the 
Christmas “twinklies” and it would be a positive boost for 
the rest of us too. Please do join in if you can.
Poor mental health is strongly associated with poor 
physical health so if you can boost one, the other benefits 
too. Again we all recognise the positive feelings we get 
when chatting, albeit casually to anyone we happen to 

Holybourne Cricket Club – 25 years old this year!
This edition’s Holybourne Heroes are not this time, 
individuals or heroes of the pandemic but an institution 
that has become cemented into the life of the village and 
of many people in it. It hasn’t been too good a year for 
cricket in the village and in the world. For a long time there 
was no cricket at all and then the odd sight of test matches 
being played in front of empty stands.  In the village, 
cricket re-emerged later in the summer but the activities of 
the club were severely curtailed. Perhaps the biggest event 
was a recall to many former and current players for a T3 
game organised by a long time club favourite Mike Roberts.
Some of these stalwarts are seen in a photograph taken 
of the club first X1 in August 2004 which if nothing else 
demonstrates the loyalty that the club engenders.
The club is far more though than its teams. It has been a 
development centre for young children of the village over 
its life. Hundreds of boys and girls have passed through 
its ranks, some coached by senior players, some by ladies 
who might never have entertained the thought that they 
would end up managing and coaching cricket teams. It’s 
that kind of club though. Members turn out for all kinds of 
things and the club has been a force for social support in 
the village for the whole of its life.
Brought into existence on the village playing field as the 
result of a partnership between founder member and many 
time club captain Paul Taylor and the club’s first President, 
the late Robin Patterson-Knight, the club couldn’t even play 
at home in the village until what had been pasture land 

Holybourne Heroes

was turned into a cricket table and outfield.  Much of the 
good early work was done by Phil Croucher aided by a 
few others including Paul Taylor who would tow the gang 
mowers behind his works van.  The club committees over 
the years lists some who are still involved in the club many 
years later and include Richard and Lyn Kelly, Peter and Jill 
Robinson, John Minett, Dan Adams, Steve Cann and many 
many wives, lovers and girlfriends who would provide 
sumptuous teas for the teams, if only to ensure their male 
half was absent every Saturday or Sunday afternoon.
From the ranks of the colts of course appeared our very 
own Bradley Taylor, an England captain of the U19s and 
many others who have gone on to grace the squares of 
bigger clubs.  The club remains though what it has always 
been, a friendly welcoming home to villagers with the 
slightest interest in cricket. Long may the club thrive. To you 
and your members HCC, you are true Holybourne Heroes!
Jerry Janes, Editor

bump into and something that I noticed for the duration of 
the last lockdown was how people were far more at ease 
about saying hello to each other.  It’s a northern thing to 
greet strangers and in the south we tend to be much more 
reserved but to be greeted several times on your walk to 
the village shop or for exercise is tremendously lifting. 
The very young suffer from no such social inhibitions and 
will interact with anyone given the chance. Perhaps we 
could learn from them?
Jerry Janes
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Kellie-Jayne Cox’s article about autism in the last edition, 
where she spoke about her son Henry and his challenges, 
has prompted me to introduce a locally-based charity.  
Dogs for Autism is the first charity in the UK to specialise 
in dogs for autism, and the only charity to provide dogs to 
autistic people of any age, anywhere in the UK, at no cost 
to families.  
I live in Holybourne with my own dogs and young Labrador, 
Luna, who I’m training for an autistic child in Fleet, and am 
Operations Manager of the charity.  Our CEO, Hilary Armour, 
is a former Treloars teacher and lives in Beech, so although 
we are a nationwide charity we have very local roots.
In addition to being a special needs teacher, Hilary is a dog 
trainer and behaviourist and, unable to get a dog for her 
autistic son Marcus from any of the charities, she owner trained 
his first dog herself.  This was the catalyst for the birth of the 
charity.  Hilary’s background gives her a unique knowledge 

of the challenges that 
families face and the 
way that a dog can 
be trained to mitigate 
the challenges of 
autism.
All the Dogs for 
Autism trainers, in 
addition to their dog 
training qualifications, 
have undergone 
autism training from 
the National Autistic 
Society. Our work 
is bespoke to each 

Dogs forDogs for
AutismAutism

autistic person as their needs are very different, and we 
support across the spectrum, from the non-verbal with 
complex learning difficulties, to high achieving university 
students.  During training, the trainer and dog visit the family 
weekly, creating a bond between the autistic person and 
the dog and gradually integrating the dog into the family 
life, before the dog is ready to live with their partner full 
time.  This enables strong relationships to build over time 
and the autistic person to see the benefits of their dog from 
the start of the process.
“Luna is a loyal, non judgemental and responsive 
bundle of tail wagging joy- the definition of a 
positive companion and true friend. Zana has 
multiple disabilities which mean that she struggles 
to make connections and communicate. Since Luna 
has entered our lives Zana dances with delight when 
she is told Luna is coming to visit.
But I think Zana has already said all we needed to 
know as only a few weeks ago she said her second 
ever proper word - and that was “Luna”.”
With each Autism Assistance dog that we place we aim to:
• Improve communication skills and motivate speech and 

language efforts
• De-escalate anxieties and calm difficult behaviours 
• Encourage social engagement by keeping autistic 

children and adults safe in public places and enabling 
families to access the outside world.

• In some cases, our Autism Assistance Dogs will enable 
young people to attend school or university again and 
adults to return to work.

“Thanks to Poppy’s healing ability my daughter has 
just been put on roll at a school for the first time in 4 
years! She has started with a new post 16 education 
centre which is split into online home sessions as 
well as small group sessions in the centre. This has 
only been achieved because of Poppy and her ability 
to calm my daughter and support her so thank you.”
The Covid-19 pandemic has been challenging for the 
autistic community, with high levels of anxiety, difficulties 
in processing information and uncertainty about the 
future. Autistic people struggle with change, and the lack 

Marcus and Daisy 
– even Superman 
needs help shopping 
sometimes!

Luna with Zana Poppy helping Elizabeth at school
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Dogs for Autism Christmas sweatshirt 
available to buy from website

of control over what is happening in the world, coupled 
with such a dramatic change in routine, is causing major 
stress for those with autism. We have seen a 25% increase 
in enquiries about our Autism Assistance dogs during the 
pandemic, but without more funding we are limited in 
how many dogs we can provide.
“If I didn’t have Lilly, this lockdown would’ve been a 
nightmare and any aspiration I have at the moment 
for doing my uni work, or anything similar to that, 
would be non-existent.” (Zac)
“I just wanted to say Willow has been doing a great 
job of looking after Rosie during these uncertain 
times, in fact I think she is looking after us all.” 
(Rosie’s Mum)
Due to cancelled fundraising events, we are having to find 
additional funding sources so that we can move forward. 
One of the boys on our waiting list hasn’t left his house 
since March – not even to go into the garden – as he is 
too anxious about the pandemic. I have personally met 
most of the families on our list and know how their lives 
are restricted by autism and how life changing it will be for 
them once we can start training their dogs.  Many of them 
have their lives on hold and see our dogs as the only way 
to start living again.
As a young charity, we would value any help from the 
community.  It costs in the region of £20,000 to buy, train 
and place each dog – although this will give about ten years 
of support to each person. If there are any keen fundraisers 
in the village we would love to hear from you – or perhaps 
your workplace has a charity of the year, or would even like 
to sponsor a dog!  

If you have any questions about our 
charity, please email me or stop me 

in the village for a socially-distanced 
chat!
Jan Kiley   
jan.kiley@dogsforautism.org.uk 
www.dogsforautism.org.uk

See & be seen!
As a Holybourne resident who lives on Church 

Lane I have had the pleasure of seeing all the walkers with 
their children and new puppies during lockdown.  There 
were so many of you, at one point, I thought we should 
rename Church Lane to ‘Fit Street!’ 
The glorious summer has now ended and we move into 
the darker evenings of autumn and winter.  The puppies 
have grown into lovely doggies and are being walked in 
the dusk and dark because most of us have resumed a 
longer working pattern now lockdown and furlough makes 
changes to our lives. 
I am from an Equestrian background where there is a large 
emphasis on safety and ‘being seen’ to avoid accidents.  
So, it’s with this in mind I’d like to highlight that as we move 
into autumn and winter it’s very hard to see you walking 
round the lanes if you are wearing black, grey, dark green 
clothing etc. 
I’d like to make an appeal that we all try and wear as much 
high viz as possible.  A high viz gilet which is super light 
and can go over a coat 
retails for as little as £2.50 
(+postage).  If you want 
one with bells and whistles 
they are a bit more.
Compare the photos taken 
in Howards Lane at the same 
time of day. The difference 
might be life saving.
www.hivis.co.uk have a 
large range. If a bulk order 
would be more appropriate, 
email sjc2012@yahoo.co.uk 
and I’ll do a larger order all 
together.
Sarah Clisby
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The year of 2020 has been one to recollect for so many 
reasons, not least the timing of Remembrance when we are 
re-entering a national lockdown.  Amidst ever changing and 
shifting regulations, it was heartening that our Village were 
resolute to conduct our Remembrance more than ever.  The 
prevailing sentiment being no matter how poor our current 
trials and issues may be, they pale compared to those our 
forebears faced when leaving their known world to fight in 
the two great World Wars and all wars since.  By continuing 
to conduct a limited yet solemn Act of Remembrance, it 
increases the value and meaning to our community; we will 
remember them.
In military parlance, ‘he who plans early plans again’; but 
at least we had contingencies.  Similarly, ‘no plan ever 
survives first contact’ as we were to reaffirm this year, but 
we achieved one significant plus, as the invited guests 
assembled along with a few villagers, the traditional rain 
stayed away!   The irony was not lost on the fact that we 
were unable to parade, gather collectively as a village, sing 
or conduct speeches, yet no one was complaining.    We 
stood as a silent, reflective group.  A Big Thank You to the 
many villagers, who on receiving the last minute messaging, 
were able to mark the ceremony at home, assisted by 
the video link from Revd Gordon Randall.  He provided 
his thoughts and prayers from the Holyrood’s Memorial 
plaque.  We are grateful for our Civic and Serving leaders 
for attending and representing us during such testing 
times.  I also thank all those that contribute to make this 
service happen from the HVA and notably support from 
Phil Croucher.
We conducted a largely silent, solemn 
dignified Act of Remembrance.  
Initiating the Parade, a uniformed 
Deputy Lord Lieutenant Alan 
Titchmarsh and Captain John 
Fitzpatrick RN stood to attention facing 
the War Memorial, whilst the Revd 
Gordon Randall delivered his Call to 
Remembrance.  No speeches this year, 
Alan Titchmarsh simply recited the 
Exhortation, before the two minute 
silence.  The Standard was dipped 
and raised by Charlie Walters, after 
which prayers were offered, before 
Alan Titchmarsh and John Fitzpatrick 
laid their wreaths.  John, representing 
all Service branches this year, recited 
the Kohima Epitaph, in advance of the 
Act of Commitment.

In order to minimise movement, our Civic representatives 
were asked lay their wreaths in turn, led by this year’s Mayor, 
Councillor Graham Titterington.  Mr Damian Hinds MP laid 
his wreath on Sunday, in a quiet moment after attending 
the Petersfield Service of Remembrance.  The Mayor was 
followed by Councillors Andrew Joy from County and 
Graham Hill from District.  The Chair of HVA, David Houghton 
and Helen Walters for the Church followed.  This Act of 
Remembrance is a village act and we are always seeking 
to represent the village community, so were delighted to 
include Mrs Ali Harris to lay an NHS wreath, whom along 
with husband Kevin and many others in the village have 
been supporting us tirelessly through the pandemic, as 
have all the Public Services, being represented by WPC 
Paula Jackson, who laid the Police wreath.
Our final wreath was laid by Mr Lorne Robertson, whose 
recollection as a boy listening to the stories of his 
grandfather, a soldier who volunteered as part of the 
valiant four Canadian Divisions that fought at Vimy Ridge in 
April 1917 would strike a chord with many of us.  Lorne’s 
grandfather was part of the huge commonwealth effort that 
left their home for the unknown and where so many never 
returned.  Most rarely spoke of their ordeal on coming home, 
yet the simple act of a child, playing with his grandfather’s 
sleeping bag, his bayonet or other memorabilia, brought 
home the realisation and the self-less act made by so many 
onto the next generation, to learn the lesson of sacrifice.  
Lorne came to appreciate the history and contribution 
Canada, along with many other Commonwealth countries 

made, of bravery and the horror of 
war.  Such a lesson was coupled with 
pride and admiration that so many 
answered the call, a central message at 
the heart of our paying respect.   We 
remember, with humility, the courage, 
fortitude and sacrifice made, not just 
in the Great Wars, but in every war and 
conflict where our Services have fought 
on our behalf, to ensure our liberty and 
freedom that we enjoy today.  I cannot 
sign off without mentioning the loss of 
our village stalwart from the last war, 
with the sad loss of Pop Chandler this 
year.  A pilot and veteran of 28 Lancaster 
bomber runs, Pop never missed the 
opportunity to remember, to lay his 
wreath for his friends and colleagues 
and to recall those that never made it 
home; we salute you Pop.
Maj (Retd) AM Stratta PARA

Holybourne’s Act of Remembrance
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Hypnotherapy during Covid pandemic
What would you have hypnotherapy for?
Hypnotherapy is powerful and can make lasting changes 
to your life. It can help with many issues, including easing 
stress and anxiety, resolving phobias, building confidence, 
reversing habits and helping you achieve goals and 
ambitions.
As I write this, it’s the first day of Lockdown 2. This period 
ahead will undoubtedly challenge our mental and physical 
health, relationships and happiness. During lockdown I’ll 
be providing hypnotherapy via Zoom. I’ve been doing this 
since the first lockdown and my clients and I have been 
delighted at how effectively it works. 
Once government restrictions allow I’ll be back seeing 
clients in my consulting room in the heart of Holybourne. 
For face to face appointments, I now adhere to a list of 
precautions, including physical distancing and extra 
cleaning, to minimise the risk of spreading Covid-19. 
Sadly, many recent clients have difficulties that have arisen 
during the challenges of 2020. I have worked with school 
children who struggled to return after the six-month break 
and a college student battling with anxiety and panic attacks. 
Other lockdown issues include helping with weight loss, a 
confidence crisis at work, insomnia and several clients have 
needed help with their alcohol relationship. 
I teach all my clients self-hypnosis. This is a really useful skill 
that can help people with other challenges they face as life 
progresses. 

After hypnosis sessions clients often report feeling 
incredibly relaxed, a bit like a really good massage. I 
helped Jackie with anxiety, she said, ‘When Ruth uses 
hypnotherapy, I am so relaxed that I can feel every muscle 
in my body relax. When she brings me round it’s like waking 
from a really lovely deep sleep.’. Clients also say they sleep 
incredibly well having hypnotherapy.
A recent client, Poppy talked about her experience of 
hypnotherapy with me on Zoom. She said, ‘Being via Zoom 
means you can choose the space and it’s your own space, 
you are used to, so I felt very comfortable there. I chose to 
do it in my bedroom, where I could lie down if I wanted. I 
got really great benefits from the sessions.’
If there is something you want to achieve or free yourself 
from please contact me to see if I can help. 2020 has been a 
tough year financially for many, to try to help, I’ll be holding 
Zoom sessions at a lower rate and posting special offers on 
my website during lockdown periods. 
07950 877039, ruth@hypnotherapywithruth.co.uk

Last year I decided to investigate the history of my house.  
It is still work in progress.
First stop was the Curtis Museum.  They were fantastically 
helpful.  We searched the Census records for my house and 
found that it was built just before 1881 by a local builder 
who lived in the terrace next door.  That terrace is set further 
back from the road than ours, giving them quite large front 
gardens.  We on the other hand, abut the pavement.  The 
reason for this is that at the back of my house, there was a 
well where both terraces drew water. 
Fredrick Arnold, aged 25 and born in Holybourne, was 
the first tenant.  He was a Brewer’s Labourer at Complins 
Brewery. Sadly, his wife was deaf. They had several children 
here.   By the 1891 census they had moved.  Judging by 
the clothing, we think Fredrick is the chap sat on the barrel.
In the 60s the well was filled so the right of way at the back 
of our terrace was moved a little further down the back 
garden, and all of a sudden my two up, two down and the 
houses either side, had room to build an extension.
The well would have been situated about in what is now, 
the middle of my lounge.  A local water diviner from East 

Our House
My Cattery Home

Worldham has recently confirmed this. The Cattery was 
built about 14 years ago although I have only lived here for 
4 years. We are grateful to all of our four footed furry little 
friends that keep coming back for their holidays.
When I have time I hope to be able to investigate all of the 
people who have lived here between myself and William 
Arnold.  Watch this space.
Anne Burridge 210, London Road (middle house) 
If you have a home you’d like to write about, please do get 
in touch. Ed.
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Local  
Window Cleaning 

  
A service you can trust 

 
 

 

Please contact us for a free quote 
 

0800 0883 883  
info@harvardwindowcleaning.co.uk 

Tel: 01420 87654 whitehart@holybourne.com 139 London Road, Holybourne, Alton, Hampshire. GU34 4EY

Mon-Sat
8am - 11pm

Sun
8am - 10.30pm

FOOD

Mon-Fri
8am-3pm / 5 - 9pm

Sat  8am - 9pm

Sun 8am - 8pm
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The White Hart at Christmas
Hello Holybourne & Neatham! So another 
lockdown will have come and gone by the 
time you read this and hopefully it will be 
the last one we have to endure! Carey 
and I would like to thank all of you for 
your support over the summer and 
for the amazing community spirit 
this village has shown over what 
has been a pretty tough year! I 
am sure I am not alone in saying 
that I am looking forward to 
less challenging times in 2021, 
but on that note I do hope that the 
positive changes to our community 
are not lost.
I will admit to being a bit stuck as to 
what I should write about (shocking I know!), as normally 
we have a full calendar of events planned! However that 
doesn’t mean that we don’t have a few things planned for 
December, which we will have been busy preparing for 
over the previous month. So we do hope you will join us 
over the Christmas period and share some joy and laughter! 
With the fact that Christmas will now be weighing so heavily 
on our minds, I thought I would deal with Christmas Day 
first. We will of course be open on Christmas Day, both 
for lunch and for drinks. We know the tradition of a walk 
to the pub for a pre-lunch drink is a tradition for many of 
you so we will be changing the format of Christmas Day to 
accommodate this.  This means that on Christmas Day the 
entire pub will be open for drinks from 11:30- 14:00 but 
tables will need to booked in advance so please check 
with us for further details.  We will be serving Christmas 
Day lunch from 14:45 promptly for those of you who don’t 
want to cook this year, or simply want to truly indulge.  We 
hope this change will give everyone a chance to enjoy 
Christmas as they always do, without all the restrictions on 
our lives overshadowing this day too much.  The rest of 
our Christmas hours (including being open 7 days a week) 

will be posted on our website for you and rest assured 
we have things planned for Boxing Day and New Year’s 
Eve as well, so please do have a look at our website and 
Facebook page for further details. 
The quiz has also returned to the pub and it will be held on 
Tuesday December 15th, so please do book in for the big 
Holybourne Christmas Quiz! Otherwise the quiz will once 
again be held on the first Tuesday of every month, though 
if it does prove popular enough we may host it fortnightly 
so watch this space.  
Our Supper Club, which was sadly cancelled due to the 
lockdown, has been moved to Saturday December 12th.  
So if you fancy a treat it’s not to be missed. If however your 
December calendar is full you can always join us in January 
for Burns’ Supper.  This was a fantastic evening last year and 
we promise it will be even better this year, with bagpipes, 
haggis and enough Whisky to ensure you can forget all your 
January woes. However; if you are not a raging carnivore 
(or haggis scares you), we will be putting on a vegetarian 
supper club in the Spring. Many of you have floated the 
idea and Lorne loves a culinary challenge, so we hope this 
will be a rousing success. Whilst we are on the subject 
of culinary challenge, Lorne is busy working on a broader 
take-away offering, some of which will be available from 
the beginning of December. 
I know it’s all going to be a bit odd this year, but I want 
to assure you we have worked tirelessly to ensure that 
the pub is Covid Secure and a safe place in which you 
can all socialise.  This takes its form in enhanced cleaning, 
specialised chemicals and reducing contact through 
changes to how we work. This is also supported by the 
two discreet units on the walls that constantly purify and 
decontaminate the air, whilst killing all airborne pathogens 
including Covid. We do hope this gives you all a bit more 
peace of mind when using the pub. 
We look forward to seeing all of you over the festive period!
Lorne, Carey & Daisy  
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Love and Lockdown
...I asked Kevin, needing reassurance, 
a hug and a dress to wear. 
We sat together the Sunday morning 
after Boris Johnson had announced 
not only a second lockdown in 
three days’ time, but devastatingly a 
cancellation of all forthcoming weddings 
one of which was to be ours in four 
weeks’ time. I had cried so much the night 
before hearing this news and felt so sad and 
despondent, wondering when on earth we 
would be able to marry. 
“Can we really get married – today?” I replied, with 
everything spinning in my mind. “But I have no wedding 
dress” I replied, and “Oh my goodness! Shall we?” I said. 
We instantly knew I had to dash across the road to see 
Gordon our village vicar as he finished the morning service 
to see if this was actually possible. I ran over, daring to be 
excited but also still so sad our wedding was gone, again.
Gordon saw my face and the tears, and then heard my 
hopeful question “Can we get married this afternoon?” I 
asked, nervous for the answer. Gordon did not hesitate and 
replied with so much enthusiasm “Yes! Yes! Oh my! Wow!”. 
We settled on 3.30pm and as I ran home to tell Kevin the 

fantastic news. I glanced up 
to the church clock tower 
and saw the church clock 
saying 10.30am. 
We had precisely five hours 
to pull it all together before 
I was back in church for our 
wedding. Then began the 
most amazing story of love, 

overwhelming kindness, village spirit and 
romance.
We hugged with so much excitement 
and Kevin set off to M&S to buy all 
three teenage boys white cufflink 

shirts, and matching ties. He added 
to the list lunch for us all, champagne 
and nibbles, and even remembered I 
would need a bouquet of flowers so 

bought three bunches hoping a bouquet 
could be created. The checkout lady couldn’t 

quite understand the three bunches of flowers, 
lasagne for 12, and a lot of fizz, plus white shirts. 

Kevin explained excitedly, “I’m actually getting married in 
a four hour’s time! We decided this morning!”. The person 
behind him in the queue whooped for joy, cried, and then 
spontaneously gave Kevin her M&S voucher, everyone was 
so happy to hear our decision and feel the enthusiasm and 
love for the moment. Kevin called his super friend, Simon, 
to see if he was free to take some photos for us, and yes, 
he was! Amazing. 
Back at home, I was so happy and bursting with excitement 
whilst trying to pull together an organist, bouquets of 
flowers, what on earth to wear, decorate the house, and 
get hold of my parents in Brockenhurst, an hour away.  
What to wear? I wished I could wear my wedding dress, 
and the girls in their bridesmaids’ dresses, but they were 
being altered to fit and would not be ready until the 11th 
November which was no good now.
I emailed lovely Sam Walsh who runs Sass and Grace bridal 
shop near Winchester just to ask on the off chance if my 
dress was at all ready and could I drive and collect it? My 
phone rang, Sam had happened to pick up my email and 
she said “Your dresses are ready! They are ready for you!”. I 

cried all over again with sheer amazement 
and thrill! They had been finished the night 
before. How incredible I thought. 
Sam then went on to say, “I’ll collect your 
dresses and drive them to you. You must 
enjoy your day! I am on my way!” How 
wonderful was this! I felt so truly blessed 
and utterly thrilled that we could wear our 
dresses and I would be in my wedding 
dress on my wedding day after all. 

“Can we really do this?” 

Get me to the church on tim
e..

.
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The house was being 
transformed by my friend 
Jordon into looking so 
beautiful and absolutely 
lovely, with candles, 
lanterns and fairy lights 
being distributed. With 
music on in the kitchen, 
bunting went up saying ‘Mr and Mrs’ as croissants arrived 
and fizz started to be poured at 1pm. 
“We really are getting married in two hours!” I said as Vicky 
my lovely neighbour appeared, and began to turn the 
bunches of M&S flowers into a beautiful bouquet for me 
and two sweet poses for the girls. 
Kevin was back home and we sneaked in a few kisses and 
exchanges of excitement and a hug as we updated one 
another. “We can wear our dresses!” “Simon can take the 
photos!” “Is there a wedding here today?” came the excited 
call from the front door as my lovely parents appeared 
and came in to join in the fun and laughter and cherish the 
excitement.
“How do I do the cuff-links?” said the boys, who looked 
so smart in their white shirts, suits and matching ties. “It’s all 
set to live stream mum!” says George my 16 year old son. 
This is amazing! My brother can now be part of the day up 
in Edinburgh.
Kevin and my father assisted with cufflinks and jackets 
whilst I took a call from a very special friend Zoe to say 
they are on their way, and Richard will play the trumpet 
and sing in the service. He usually does this professionally 
in Winchester Cathedral! I cried again, bowled over by all 
the excitement and love. 
Sam arrived with our dresses. Oh amazing! The girls put 
their dresses on and they looked so beautiful! I am so 
happy to see their smiles of delight. The boys needed to 
leave to go to the pub so I could get ready! “Come on 
boys! It’s 2.30pm! Go go go!’. A quick kiss for my husband 
to be very shortly, and time for me to get ready! 
Vicky was armed with a crochet hook to do up the delicate 
buttons at the back of my dress. Once on, I felt such a 
bride and so ready to be married, in my heart and now in 
my dress. Our home was glowing with love and the shine 
of candles, lanterns and lights as I set off to walk to church. 
It was lightly raining but I was as delighted as I would be 
on a summer’s day.

As my father and I walked to church past the duck pond 
with the girls carrying my train, we were cheered on by my 
village friends, and I spotted the bunting put up for us in 
the churchyard. I was smiling so much with all the love and 
kindness around me. 
The church door opened, and George walked me down the 
Aisle accompanied by the most beautiful trumpet playing 
and I am met with a wave of love, warmth and complete 
togetherness as I glance at my future husband, and see the 
joy in our family’s smiles, and the glow of the lovely church 
candles all arranged for us. The service takes such a unique 
form of solemnity and informality as we say our vows so 
sincerely, and then stand in the wrong place a few times. 
Our super vicar even managed to print a personal order of 
service for us. This is the only thing we have with the date 
of our wedding and is now so precious. 
Once married and so deeply happy we hold tight to one 
another leaving our church and out to the friends waiting 
with fizz and party poppers. 
We welcome in friends and neighbours for fizz and 
laughter as we share our wedding day with our wonderful 
combined family, and each other. Our first dance is in our 
kitchen – so perfect, so informal and so wonderful.
There was no honeymoon, as were back to work for the 
NHS the next day as Doctor and nurse. As I drove to work 
the next morning I thought again of our wonderfully special 
day and how as we approach Remembrance Sunday 
there must have been many weddings arranged with this 
haste before going to war, and as we head into Advent, 
we think of Christmas and the sense of family and love. 
Our wedding day perhaps drew these together in perfect 
combination knowing we are facing another deadly wave 
of the pandemic in our hospital yet have each other as 
husband and wife now and our amazing family and friends 
supporting us. 
We will forever remember our amazing lock-down 
wonderful wedding day.
Alison Harris (née Tait) and Kevin Harris
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The Thorne Family
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KEMP & STEVENS
Funeral Directors

Robin Thorne Dip FD LMBIFD Gill Thorne Dip FD LMBIFD
Michael Thorne Dip FD LMBIFD Geoff Thorne MBIE Dip FD LMBIFD
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Walkiesplease Ltd can help! We have a number of
year’s experience working and caring for dogs and
cats. We have a caring, local team who are all fully
insured, police checked and can be trusted to offer
an affordable option to meet your pet’s needs.

Working Long Hours?
Less Mobile?
Young Children?
Going away?
(Day Trip, Holiday, Hospital)

Doggy Day Care
Day care in the comfort
of a carer’s home,
including a walk

Dog Walking
Service
4 dogs max, a photo of
each walk

Dog boarding
Home Comforts of a
warm family home and
regular walks.

We also do pet visits for puppies, elderly dogs, cats or other small animals.
We can help you keep your Pets Happy and Healthy!!

  walkiesplease * 07546 500828 /01420 82611 *  hbswed@aol.com

Ca l l  Peter  Ch ivers  on : 01256 389124
O r  M o b i l e :  0 7 8 0 3  0 9 6 6 4 2
B P C A  M E M B E R  -  F U L L Y  I N S U R E D
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PETER CHIVERS PCS
WASP NEST TREATMENTS
DON’T GET STUNG
CALL FOR YOUR FREE QUOTE NOW

FOR ALL YOUR PEST CONTROL NEEDS:
Wasps, Bees, Rats, Mice, Moles, Cluster Flies, Squirrels,
Cockroaches, Rabbits, Pigeons, Bird-Proofing,
Emergancy Wasp Nest Treatments, Mole Trapping Specialist

Providing quality tuition in your local area.
English, History, French and German

- All ages and levels -

Alton Language Workshop

www.altonlanguageworkshop.org
07967 158975

alton.language.workshop@gmail.com

 

 

Yoga Classes 
with sue       

Holybourne Village Hall   Mondays  4.30-5.30 and 6-7.30pm 
Holybourne Church Wednesdays 7-8pm 
Broxhead Cricket Pavillion, Lindford  Mon & Tues 10.30-12 
Medstead Church Hall, Fridays 10-11.30 

1:1s and small groups also by arrangement 
Contact for enquiries and to book: 

07946 078559 
suetupper@btinternet.com 

www.suetupperyoga.co.uk for more details 
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Readers might recall that in the previous issue Simon Millard 
talked about the Prince of Wales pub in his article on local 
history. It was featured in this magazine in 2006 but I felt it 
was worth updating and revisiting for newcomers to the 
village or for those of us who memories are not quite what 
they might once have been.
Still standing after all these years 
Stand at the junction of Howard’s Lane and London Road 
and look towards the village centre and it will become 
apparent that the street scene has changed little from that 
shown in the photograph (right) when the main road to 
London passed through Holybourne.
Perhaps the most obvious visual difference is the absence 
of the free standing inn sign bearing the name ‘Prince of 
Wales’. This public house, which was delicensed in 1971 
and is now a private residence, was then in the ownership 
of Farnham United Breweries Ltd. The tranquil appearance 
depicted gives little or no clue to the rowdy activities which 
once took place on the small forecourt. Long standing 
residents of the village tell tales of horse trading, arguments 
and frequent fights involving hop pickers and “travellers” 
which often spilled over into the road and neighbouring 
gardens.
All such goings on ceased when Courage Brewery, who had 
purchased the Prince of Wales in 1940, took the decision 
to close the premises shortly after the construction of the 
Alton by-pass killed off the passing trade. In a bizarre twist 
of fate, a car crash on the new road also resulted in the 
death of the landlord.
Going back even further to 1913, the Inland Revenue Survey 
described the property as follows:
‘A brick and slate fully licensed public house containing 
bar, tap room, smoking room, sitting room, small scullery, 
three bedrooms, detached brick and tile clubroom, 
woodshed and two brick and tile privies.’
With the exception of the privies, which were demolished 
in 1970, the extent of the property is same as it was at the 
turn of the century when it was owned by John Fowler 
Complin who ran the Brewery in Holybourne. 

The Prince of Wales

It must have been around that time when the front elevation 
was radically altered from what was once a thatched timber 
framed building similar to Tudor Cottage next door. A brick 
façade and slate roof encapsulated the original features, 
which are still visible from within. 
In 1890, when Walter Complin the founder of Complins 
Brewery died, the Prince of Wales was listed as being two 
separate cottages, and the physical evidence supports this.
Apart from Walter and John Fowler Complin, many well-
known local names have been associated with the public 
house and the buildings it came to occupy. The earliest 
clear reference to these was in 1622, which according to 
expert opinion is about the time when the original timber 
frame was constructed. The quality of the timbers and the 
infill panels, marks the house as being suited for occupation 
by a well to do yeoman, somebody keen to display their 
wealth and status.
A charter document filed at the British Library, records the 
payment of a quit rent (rather like a ground rent under a lease) 
by the owner Robert Trimmer to Sir Richard Tichbome, Lord 
of the Manor of Holybourne and Westbrook at the time. 
Robert Trimmer died in 1663, and left it to his daughter 
Agnes. The freehold then passed through a number of 
hands until 1783 when it was then occupied by Robert 
Pitter, a blacksmith by trade who died in 1831. The Beer 
Housing Act of the Duke of Wellington, led to a relaxation 
of the Licencing Laws which upon a suitable payment to 
the Excise allowed Beer Parlours to flourish. It was during 
this period that the origins of many public houses can be 
found and it is believed that this is what has happened 
here.
Such establishments were often run by the wife of a 
tradesman or in conjunction with another trade or calling 
and by 1842 the Holybourne Tithe Award Record Map 87 
lists the owner as Thomas Case with the premises described 
as ‘a beer house and garden’ being occupied a Mr. John 
Jackson.
The beer parlour then became known as ‘ The Compasses’ 
and passed through the hands of (amongst others) Thomas 
Vince, shoemaker and beer house keeper (1859) 

The Old Prince of Wales

continued...
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Like many local clubs and organisations Holybourne 
Honeys have experienced the highs and lows of Covid 19 
restrictions during the last few months. 
When lockdown eased during the summer we managed 
to meet in small, socially distanced groups outside. We 
dug out the fold up picnic chairs from under the stairs and 
filled up a flask of coffee and off we went to the park. The 
sheer joy of some sort of normality; the simple pleasure 
of enjoying a chat and a cup of coffee with friends was 
immense.
We talked enthusiastically about meeting again in the 
Village Hall and how we could meet up with Covid safety 
in mind. We regularly receive advice about protocols we 
should follow from the National federation of WIs and our 
local Federation in Hampshire. At the time the advice was 
to meet if conditions were Covid secure.
Then soon after the strict rule of 6 came in and as the WI 
were mentioned in the Government Guidelines as one of the 
groups not allowed to meet up under any circumstances, 
our hopes of some sort of normality were dashed.
Not to be downhearted we arranged for groups of 6 to 
meet outside for tea. We even helped raise money for the 
Macmillan charity.
Zoom meetings continue and we are almost experts now. 
The downside is that a few are missing out because they 
don’t have computers or are not happy using technology. 

Holybourne Honeys WI

Robert Newman, victualler and blacksmith (1873); 
Benjamin Arnold and his wife Miriam, agricultural worker 
and licensed victualler (1881); William Clarke; Fred Stone 
(1903) and his wife Muriel; Charles Samuel Hatton and 
Henry Collop (1913) and Ernest James (Jimmy) Jackson, 
(1939) father of Helen Mylward.
In 1891 the records show there was an Indenture 
between Fanny Complin, widow: John Fowler Complin 
of Holybourne, brewer: Walter Henry Complin of Cobden 
Bridge Brewers in Bitterne near Southampton: and George 
Langrish of Wyck, near Binsted, yeoman: on one part 
and John Fowler Complin on the other, which mentions 
Elizabeth Clark, who was listed as a licensed victualler living 
as a tenant with her son George, a printer and compositor.
Before its closure in1970 by Courages Brewery, The Prince 
of Wales and its brick and tile clubroom to the rear served 
as a village social hub, a role now more than adequately 
taken over by the White Hart in the centre of the village.  
The clubroom in particular was witness to wedding and 
birthday celebrations, wakes and even some skittles 
matches.  Well to the rear a separate brick and tile shed 
hosted regular meeting of the Antediluvian Independent 
Order of Buffaloes. Long after the pub’s closure the garden 
continues to give up quantities of broken glass and some 

intact bottles.  A stoneware spirit jar from W H Twine of 
Alresford was found propping up the shed door.
Since the closure of the public house by Courage, traffic on 
London Road has increased considerably but not, happily, 
to the pre-1970 levels when sunny weekends saw long 
queues through Holybourne backed up from the centre of 
Alton. Even if the bypass had not been constructed, it is 
doubtful whether the pub would have remained a viable 
proposition today, as the lack of a suitably sized car park 
(and the impossibility of providing one) would mitigate 
against any potential success. Inevitably, therefore, the 
property’s current status as a comfortable family home is 
likely to endure.
However, once a year around Remembrance Sunday, 
villagers gather for the service of Remembrance on the pub 
forecourt and in the area surrounding the war memorial.  
It is prior to this that the former public bar recaptures its 
original purpose when it is made available to the dignitaries 
and representative locals as drinks are served courtest of 
the HVA.
I am indebted to Ms. Jane Hurst, Martin Morris, Edward 
Roberts, and the Curtis Museum for their assistance in 
preparing this article. Other details came from the County 
Records Office in Winchester and local people.
Roger Eldridge

The Prince of Wales - continued

During our Halloween Zoom meeting we discussed the 
forthcoming Christmas events planned for the Village with 
the renewed excitement of coming together for the Winter 
Fayre and the Travelling Nativity.
However since writing this the second lockdown has 
arrived on 5th November. Now we are left with Zoom, our 
sense of humour still intact, plus memories (and photos) 
of last Christmas….but most important hope for the future!
If you would like to meet us informally at a zoom coffee 
morning or an evening virtual G&T please email. We would 
love to meet more women of all ages from the local area.
holybournesec@hampshirewi.org.uk  
holybournewi@gmail.com
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Marathon Man: Only 48,500 Strides to go!
Having come 196th out of 240 odd runners in a ten mile 
cross country race at School, and not run since, no one 
was more surprised than I that in the late summer of my 
life, I found myself volunteering to run a marathon to raise 
funds for the local Village Children’s Playground in a Dorset 
village.
I put my name down for the Wessex Marathon. This begins 
on the mainland side of Portland and on a cold and windy 
morning, I reported to the starting office at the Portland 
Heights Hotel, and with my number pinned to my chest, 
joined the hundred or so runners at the starting line. There 
were the usual fancy dress entrants – a couple of Elvises, a 
man whom I decided must be a duck-billed platypus, and 
a six-men caterpillar. Also we had the cast of the Wizard 
of Oz from the Weymouth Pier Show, including Dorothy, 
Scarecrow and Tin-man, who was wearing an extraordinary 
mish-mash of metal plates.
These weren’t the serious runners like me so I barged my 
way to the front row so as to be sure to be photographed 
by the hordes (well four) of press photographers waiting 
for the OFF. The starter gun exploded and we were off, 
running like gazelles, drinking in the cheers and applause 
of those who had come to see the cream of Dorset’s youth 
(and me, of course)
The top of Portland is flat and running was easy. I was 
running at much higher speeds than I had been used to 
in my training, but with the wind at my back, I felt really 
good. It was a grey day, but I was running on sunshine, 
laughing and chatting with those around me. I was Mercury, 
the messenger of the Gods. No, I was Pegasus, the winged 
horse, flying over the ground with great ease. On the 
far side of Portland there is a long incline down to the 
lighthouse and we galloped down the slope. On rounding 
the lighthouse, some three miles into the run, we met the 
full force of the wind in our faces and began the long climb 
back up.
I was changing down through the gears, from fifth to fourth 
and into third, and already beginning to lose touch with 
the leaders. After about half a mile, I began to wonder 
whether I might have made a terrible mistake in setting off 
so enthusiastically. The energy was draining out of my body 
and my knees were no longer being lifted any distance. My 
legs felt heavy and my breathing now sounded like that 
of an asthmatic hippopotamus.  My spirits began to flag 
when I was passed by several runners in fancy dress, but 
I became really depressed when I espied the head of the 
caterpillar alongside. Being passed by a platypus is one 
thing, being passed by a caterpillar is totally degrading. 
Eventually I ran back across Portland and began the steep 
descent towards Chesil Beach, to struggle against a now 
fierce wind across the long road towards Weymouth. This 
road seemed to take hours to cross, leaning into the wind, 
and by the time we reach the mainland I was contemplating 
packing it all in and pretending I’d had a heart attack or 

something. I could hear a clanking noise behind me and 
after about a half a mile or so, I am overtaken by Tin-man 
whose joints clearly need oiling with 3 in 1 or similar. But 
then so do mine! Scarecrow passes by and so does the 
delectable Dorothy. But even this vision of beauty is not 
enough to give my ailing body the lift it needed, and she 
leaves me behind.
I hit the “wall” – not just figuratively but literally crashing 
down onto somebody’s garden wall.  My body is saying 
“That’s it. I’m not going a step further. I CANNOT go on!” 
I slide down the wall into a heap – a crumpled heap of 
humanity. All I want to do is die. “Oh! Death, where is thy 
sting?”
After a few minutes in a foetal position, I start to think of 
those children who so need a playground and of those 
in the pub who have pulled my leg, making many jokes at 
my expense, but who have agreed to part with their hard-
earned money. “Come on you wimp!” say I, as I crawl to my 
feet and set off on the cruel last eight miles of this tortuous 
journey. 
Five very long hours after starting out, I eventually cross 
the finishing line and am awarded a rather cheap but 
rewarding medal for my efforts. Best of all I am rewarded 
with the sight of my wife and my young family and know 
that though they think I’m mad, I also know that they are a 
little bit proud of me, as I am of myself. 
It’s the London Marathon next, but let me recover for a 
while, say two years (?), before I contemplate that! 
Barrie ‘Marathon-Man’ Lawrence
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Kindness, care, choice 
and community

Purpose-built property with a 
home-from-home feel and 
accessible gardens.

Rated

GOOD
by the 

Care Quality 

Commission

Brendoncare Alton
Nursing, dementia and respite care 
in a warm and safe environment.

Visitors are always welcome to look 
around the home and meet our team

For more information, please call 
us on 01420 593704 or email 
alton@brendoncare.org.uk

Brendoncare Alton
Adams Way, Alton, GU34 2UU

www.brendoncare.org.uk

Registered charity no. 326508

call:01420 561661

BLOCKED DRAIN?
PUMP PROBLEMS?
TANK NEED EMPTYING?

EMERGENCY CALL OUT24/7
www.altonpumps.com

We’ll keep you flowing
Blocked Drains

Drain Jetting

Pump Supply & Service

CCTV Surveys

Septic Tank Emptying*

Treatment Plant 
Installation*

*A re you read y for  the 2020 
S eptic  Ta nk & Soakaway regulation 
changes?  Alton Pump Services can

ACT NOW
help - call us today 
to discuss your 
requirements.

A lovely bunch of hard working, 
dedicated tradesmen who 
couldn’t do enough to help.

Clear pricing and an incredibly fast 
response. Thank you so much!““
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Our well, converted to a garden feature and seating area

Clearing out ‘stuff’
Budweiser snooker cue, brass football pump, 6 vintage 
costume brooches, Weston light meter, oak lamp table, 6 
pairs of old trousers, child’s bridesmaids dress, 77 ceramic 
tiles, outside light. These are just a few of the 55 items I 
sold via eBay during the big lock down clearout, netting 
around £800.  As well as the money of course I also have a 
much clearer loft and wardrobes and I have recycled lots 
of items that otherwise would have ended up in landfill. 
My first experience of eBay was to furnish a house cheaply 
while my son was at university in 2005. A three bedroom 
house was furnished for less than £400 and it really looked 
quite smart. Since then I have become something of 
an eBayholic and have found I can buy and sell almost 
anything. It is my go to place to find any item and searching 
for furniture, I often find a wider variety of fabulous quality 
pieces on eBay than in any shop or catalogue.
Of course collecting items can be a problem. I have 
travelled in some very awkward positions with large pieces 
of furniture in the car and slowly along the A31 holding 
onto a sheet of perspex on the roof. Having a roomy 
hatchback does help. Collecting an item in the back roads 
around Crondall was scary, house names are very hard to 
find in the pitch dark of a November evening and SATNAV 
can be very vague at times.

Some of my sales have 
been a great opportunity 
to recycle. Two years ago 
we replaced our rather 
rickety 1960s teak open 
tread wooden staircase. The 
wood was heavily varnished 
but in good condition and, 
as it is impossible to buy 
teak now, it would have 
been sad to take it to the 
tip. I listed it on eBay and 
it sold for £450. The wood 
was destined for the interior 
of a boat refit, a wonderful 
second life for the staircase. 
A recently removed Ideal 
Standard hand basin would 
have cost £12 to dispose of 
at the tip so I sold it for £10 
and the buyer sent a courier 
from Hertfordshire to collect 
it as it was perfect for her 
house renovation. She was 
thrilled to have found it.
Clearing out is a satisfying 
job. If I am unsure if it is 
worth selling something it 
is possible to look to see if 
such an item has sold before 

and what it sold for (look down the left hand side for ‘sold 
items’). During the big clearout we turned up an old wool 
winder that had been lying around in the garage for over 40 
years and there it was on eBay having been sold by several 
people for over £20.
eBay take 10% of the sale price and postage price and if 
you use PayPal they take around a further 3% plus 20p. So 
on a sale of £10.00 with 2nd class parcel post of £3.10 you 
will lose about £1.90. To cover the postage and packing 
costs I charge £3.85 for 2nd class parcel post but some 
people charge a lot more. For larger parcels or heavy items 
I use Hermes and have the items collected from my house. 
I am also happy for people to collect items and have met 
some delightful eBayers over the years.
I sell most items via an auction but at a starting price that 
I would be happy to receive. Sometimes I only have one 
person bidding but if there are lots of people involved 
it can become very exciting at the end of the auction. If 
items don’t sell after a couple of weeks at auction then I 
will list them ‘Buy it now’ and they stay listed until they sell. 
Eventually it seems that most items sell.
A few tips for getting the best out of the selling process: list 
items for 7 days to end after 8.00pm on a Sunday evening 
(items end at the same time as you list them unless you 
schedule them for a different time), start items at a price 
you would be happy to receive, try selling anything (I sold 
2 used leg braces from a broken leg for £10 which would 
otherwise have gone to land fill), put measurements in the 
title (curtains need to be a certain size for the window), 
check the weight of the item for postage costs, take lots 
of pictures - with the light in front of the item, don’t give 
address, email or phone number – eBay will remove them, 
give measurements for clothes as sizes can be misleading, 
show boxes or instruction leaflets in the pictures if you 
have them, name the maker in the title if you know it (eg. 
Clarks, DeWalt). 
So, take the plunge and get 
clearing out your old stuff. eBay, 
Shpock, Etsy or Facebook 
Marketplace are all ways of 
selling the items you unearth. 
Better to have money in the 
bank and recycle your items 
than have an overflowing loft 
and wardrobes. Happy selling!
Judy Janes
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The house, known as The Lawn since Mrs Gaskell acquired 
and named it in 1865, has been occupied by some 
eighteen tenants or owner/occupiers, up until 1956 when 
it was acquired by Friends of the Elderly.  
The original house was erected by Thomas Eggar The 
Younger in early 1808 or just prior, he paid rents in 1808 
for an acre of land, part of which was a tanyard, and a 
‘leasehold house newly erected, barn and close’.   Thomas 
may never have lived there himself as he was renting Fishers 
(now Complins) from the owner Wm Cooper.

The property was 
offered for sale in 1810, 
advertised (far left) in the 
Salisbury and Winchester 
Journal. It apparently did 
not sell at that time, but 
in 1815 Thomas Eggar 
was declared bankrupt 
and the property was 
subsequently sold by 
auction in July 1816. 
Thomas’ brother, Samuel 
Eggar, may have taken on 
the house at this time.

The Lawn:
The first 60 years
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The first recorded tenant, from c.1812 to c.1815, was Joseph 
Planta (pictured opposite), who in 1773 had succeeded 
his father as Assistant Librarian at the British Museum, later 
becoming Keeper of Manuscripts, then Principal Librarian 
in charge of the museum from 1799 until his death in 1827.  
The family were well educated, the father being a Pastor 
and Italian tutor to Queen Charlotte, wife of George III.  
Joseph himself was an urbane and scholarly man, a Fellow 
of the Royal Society, and a reformer who granted new 
facilities to the public and compiled part of the catalogue 
of printed books.
The next recorded tenant, c.1821 to c.1826, was Edmund 
Gedeon Bourdillon, of French Huguenot parentage.  He 
apparently rented the house from Samuel Eggar at first for 
£60 per annum and subsequently for £70.  After five years 
the family moved on and the property was occupied in 
1826 by William Barlow.  However Edmund returned to 
Holybourne as a widower in 1844 to live probably at The 
Beeches in London Road with his sister-in-law Georgina 
Langmore.  He died in 1854 and is buried in Holybourne 
churchyard.
William Barlow was a wealthy merchant with dealings in the 
East India Company.  In about 1822 he came to live in Alton, 
initially at old Anstey House becoming Lord of the Manor of 
Anstey, then by 1826 he was renting The Lawn from Samuel 
Eggar.  He subsequently bought the property and paid 
Land Tax of 7/- in 1831.  William’s elder brother Sir Robert 
Barlow had a long and distinguished career in the Royal 
Navy, a younger brother Sir George Hilaro Barlow served as 
Governor of Madras where in 1809 his want of tact caused 
a mutiny of the British officers of the Madras Army.  William 
and his wife Louise were childless but sometimes hosted 
his absent brothers’ children – a “weighty financial and 
pastoral burden”.  Caroline Penelope Barlow, the daughter 
of William’s nephew Robert, grew up at The Lawn, her 
descendants still live in the area.

William died in December 1839, leaving his property to 
Louise, to be passed on her death to his nephew Robert.  
He is buried in Holybourne Churchyard: 
“Beneath are deposited the remains of William Barlow Esq. 
who was born April 2nd 1759 died December 12th 1839”
Louise Barlow (nee Harris), the daughter of a Quaker family, 
married William as his second wife in 1803.  It is not certain 
how long Louise remained living at The Lawn after his death, 
certainly in 1841 Robert Barlow, his wife Catherine and their 
children were in residence.  In 1851 Louise was in Farnham 
with other family members.  Robert’s career had been 
with the East India Company Civil Service as Collector of 
Ghazeerpore, Circuit Judge and Commissioner of Revenue.  
He died in 1845. On Saturday 20th March 1852 household 
furniture sale was advertised in the Hampshire Chronicle 
(pictured lower left).  Louise died in 1860.
In 1861 George Walpole White, freeholder/fundholder, 
was resident at The Lawn with his wife Elizabeth, their son 
Frederick, daughter Charlotte, and mother-in-law Charlotte 
White. The servants in the house were Louisa Blake, cook, 
Eliza Compton, house maid, and William Webb, boot boy.  
George served as vice-chairman of the Alton Board of 
Guardians for ten years, and was an avid collector amassing 
a valuable collection of coins and medals.
He was the victim of theft in 1865, the Alnwick Mercury 
of Saturday 11th March reported that “George Forder was 
indicted for stealing two ducks, value 6s, the property of 
George Walpole White, at Holybourne, he sold the two 
missing ducks to a person named Davis for 2s 6d and a 
pint of ale.  The prisoner was sentenced to two calendar 
months of imprisonment with hard labour.”
George White moved to York, and the next owner of The 
Lawn was the authoress Elizabeth Gaskell, who purchased 
the property in 1865 as a surprise for her husband for the 
two of them to enjoy in their old age, but it was not to be 
as she died there whilst visiting the house in November 
1865, but that is another story for another day.
Linda Habberfield, from the Holybourne Archive

The Lawn as it is today, a Friends of the Elderly care home
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We have expanded to fulfil our customers needs

• Servicing
• Air conditioning servicing and re-gas
• Main dealer standard fault diagnostic equipment
• Brakes
• Cam-belts
• Tyres & wipers
• Exhausts
• Batteries

• Clutches
• All makes & models  undertaken
• Free courtesy car
• VW Kombi van specialist

01420 474541
www.brandautos.co.uk | enquiries@brandautos.co.uk

8 Kingsley Business Park, Kingsley, Hampshire, GU35 9LY

MIKE GARWOOD
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS

T: 01420 84458    F: 01420 88594 www.mikegarwoodltd.co.uk
Shelleys Barn, Shelleys Lane, East Worldham, Alton, Hampshire, GU34 3AQ

Generators 1-120KVA

ATVs & Mules

Deisel Engines
Collection or Mulching systems

Electic, battery & petrol:
Chainsaws, Blowers,
Strimmers, Shredders,
Hedgecutters
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In describing the setting of 
Selborne in the first letter to 
Thomas Pennant in Gilbert White’s 

classic The Natural History of 
Selborne (1789) he says: “At each end 

of the village, which runs from south-east to north-west, 
arises a small rivulet: that at the north-west end frequently 
fails: but the other is a fine perennial spring little influenced 
by drought or wet seasons, called well-head. This breaks 
out of some high grounds joining to Nore Hill, a noble chalk 
promontory, remarkable for sending forth two streams 
into two different seas. The one to the south becomes 
a branch of the Arun, running to Arundel, and so falling 
into the British [English] channel: the other to the north. 
The Selborne stream makes one branch of the Wey; and, 
meeting the Black-down stream at Hedleigh [Headley], 
and the Alton and Farnham stream at Tilford-bridge, swells 
into a considerable river, navigable at Godalming from 
whence it passes to Guildford, and so into the Thames at 
Weybridge; and thus at the Nore into the German ocean 
[North Sea].”
It was towards the end of his life in 1790-1793, after the 
publication of his book, that he records the Wey in his 
Naturalist’s Journal. On 11th June 1791 when visiting Mr 
Edmund Woods at Godalming he writes: “The vale and 
hanging woods around Godalming are very beautiful; the 
Wey a sweet river, & becomes navigable at this town. One 
branch of the Wey rises at Selborne.”
In 1792 his brother Benjamin, five years younger than 
Gilbert, decided to retire leaving the publishing and book 
business in the hands of his son Benjamin junior who, with 
his wife Molly (daughter of brother Thomas) saw Gilbert 
White’s book through the press in 1788/9. By 1792 brother 
Benjamin had leased Mareland, a fine home overlooking 
the Wey in Bentley for his retirement, from Lord Stawell who 
resided at the Lodge in Alice Holt Forest. Gilbert White’s 
first visit is recorded in his Naturalist’s Journal  for 11th June 
1792, being back in Selborne the next day: “went, & dined 
with my Brother Benjamin White at Mareland, to which 
he and his wife were come down for two or three days. 
[He was to move in permanently in November that year]. 
We found the house roomy, & good, & abounding with 
conveniences: the out-door accommodations are also in 

great abundance, such as a larder, pantry, dairy, laundry, 
pigeon house, & good stables. The view from the back front 
is elegant, commanding sloping meadows thro’ which runs 
the Wey (the stream from Alton to Farnham) meandering in 
beautiful curves, and shewing a rippling fall occasioned 
by a tumbling bay formed by Mr Sainesbury, who also 
widened the current. The murmur of this water-fall is heard 
from the windows. Behind the house next the turnpike are 
three good ponds, & round the extensive outlet a variety 
of pleasant gravel walks but up and down the valley the 
prospect is diversifyed, & very engaging. In short Mareland 
is a very fine situation, & a very pleasing Gentleman’s seat.”
On 10th March White recorded “The sweet bells at Farnham, 
heard up the vale of a still evening” leading to quotations 
from another poem The Village Curate by the Rev. James 
Hurdis. Looking across the river from Mareland he noted 
“There is a glade cut thro’ the covert of the Holt opposite 
these windows, up to the great Lodge. To this opening 
a herd of deer often resorts, & contributes to enliven & 
diversify the prospect, in itself beautiful & engaging.” 
On his last day, 14th March he sees the yellow Brimstone 
butterfly, trout rising to catch insects and a Dabchick or 
Little Grebe diving in the river. “Took a walk in the Holt up 
to the lodge [this is today a surfaced path as the Lodge 
if part of the Forestry Commission experimental station]: 
no bushes & of course no young oaks [browsed by deer]: 
some Hollies, & here & there a few aged yews: no oaks 
of any great size. The soil wet and boggy.” It still is. An 
active day as he also recorded “my Brother & I walked up 
to Bentley church, which is more than a mile from his house 
& on a considerable elevation of ground. From thence the 
prospect is good, & you can see at a distance Cruxbury 
[Crooksbury] hill, Guild down [Hog’s Back], part of Lethe 
Hill, Hindhead & beyond it to the top of one of the Sussex 
downs. There are hop grounds along the north side of the 
turnpike road [old A31], but none on the south towards 
the stream. The whole district abounds with streams. The 
largest spring on my brother’s farm issues out of the bank in 
the meadow, just below the terrace…. It is not so copious 
as Well-head [at Selborne].”
On his return to Selborne Gilbert White reported planting 
30 cauliflower plants brought from Mareland. He was never 
to return to Bentley dying in just three months.
Exploring in the footsteps of Gilbert White on his 
perambulations in Bentley and Alice Holt would make a 
convenient local winter walk, but suitably shod for the mud. 

In the next few months we are destined to 
base ourselves close to home but an interest 
in natural history and the countryside offers 
much still to enjoy. The book Alice Holt: 
a Brief History by Roy Waite published in 
2018 by the Farnham Museum Society gives 
details on the history of an area adjacent to 
Woolmer Forest that is also referred to in 
Gilbert White’s classic The Natural History 
and Antiquities of Selborne.
June Chatfield

Gilbert White 
on the Wey
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YOUR FRIENDLY,
COMMUNITY OPTICIANS

Come in now or call for an appointment

Ganders Barn | Ganders Business Park
Kingsley | GU35 9LU

Sight Testing

OCT Scans

Contact Lens Fitting & Supply

Minor Eye Conditions

Organic Beef , Lamb & Pork  
Mill Farm Meat Boxes from £59,  
Fresh ‘Artisan’ Bread, Fruit+Veg   

Local Hampshire produce 
ARTISAN MARKET &EASTER EGG HUNT 

Saturday 11th April 10-4 FREE ENTRY 
Farm trails, walks + hot drinks, cakes! 

Farm Shop & Cafe 

Tel/Fax 0142022331 
Open: Wed– Sat 9am-5pm 
 Isington Nr. Alton GU34 4PN 

WWW.MILLFARMORGANIC.COM 
Follow us  
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This year has been like none other I have experienced; I 
expect that is the same for you too.  We’ve seen a country 
and a community that has had to rise to the challenge of 
Covid-19.  Both locally and nationally we have clapped 
the NHS and marvelled at Captain (Sir) Tom Moore and 
others.  Locally and nationally we have rallied round and 
made scrubs for medical teams out of old duvet covers.  
Both locally and nationally our businesses have adapted 
and supported their local communities in the best way 
they can.  People have sprung up locally and nationally to 
support people who live near them by shopping, collecting 
prescriptions and offering lifts to those who need help.   
Locally and nationally we have seen people looking out 
for one another and showing they care, making phone 
calls, sending small gifts and popping by just to check 
on each other.  Both locally and nationally people have 
had a bit more time, especially earlier in the year during 
‘lockdown’, to spend a bit of time having a conversation 
with someone they bump into on their daily walk.  The list 
goes on.  Communities have been supported, encouraged 
and strengthened and I have witnessed all this here in 
Holybourne.    
As we look ahead to Christmas when we celebrate the 
birth of Jesus, this is the world that God would want to 
see.  One that is sharing love and care.  As Jesus said in 
John 13;34
 “A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have 
loved you, so you must love one another.”  Yes, God will 
be sad about all that is going on in the world, and we don’t 
have an answer as to why coronavirus has ‘hit us’ this year.  
What I firmly believe, however, is that God walks beside 
us each and every moment of the day. He wants the best 
for us. And sometimes God allows tough things to happen 
because He knows we will grow stronger through it. 
We don’t know how we will be able to celebrate the birth 
of God’s own son Jesus this year, whether it will be in our 
church buildings or just from home, but let’s make sure, as 
we open our presents and spend time with those close to 
us (as we are able), that we celebrate our Saviour and the 
love that He showers down on us and then asks us to share 
with others.  And let’s look forward to 2021 with hope, 
positivity and continual love and care for those around us 
whatever the new year brings. 
If you would like to know more about the peace that 
knowing Jesus can bring, please don’t hesitate to contact 
me for a chat to find out more.  You can contact me on…. 
Gordon.randall@sky.com or phone me 07572 000491
I pray you all have a blessed Christmas. 
Rev Gordon
Ps. Remember… He (Jesus) is the reason for the season!

Church News
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A J Robinson
Painting and Decorating

Interior/exterior painting and decorating service

Contact Allan on - Tel: 01420 89519 Mob: 07860232233

Email: ajrdecorating@aol.co.uk

Est 1989

Solar Power
Installation
Specialist

All electrical
installations
carried out

07774 479570
www.hankinelectrical.co.uk
01420 80935

Part P Compliant

www.philipcowdreyplumbingheating.co.uk
Tel/Fax: 01420 89937
Mobile: 07702 192152
Email: pcowdreyphs@gmail.com

LPG
Registered

BUILDING & PLUMBING

David C. Andrews
Building & Plumbing

Established 1967
Employing indentured and certifi ed
tradesmen able to carry out all 
aspects of their respective trades.
No job too small or too big.
Commercial, Industrial,
Domestic.

01420 84454
david.c.andrews67@gmail.com

Totalcare Pest Control
Your local pest control experts

Wasps
Rats
Mice
Moles
Flies
Ants
Fleas
Squirrels










Same day service and free on-site advice

For fast response call
Justin on 07909 527863

88 Queens Road, Alton GU34 1HX
www.tcpestcontrol.co.uk email: justin@tcpestcontrol.co.uk
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Focus on the positive
What a year 2020 is turning out to be! While we are 
determined that this article should focus on the positives, 
this would be overlooking the fact that running our 
business this year seems to have turned into some sort of 
crazy ‘whack a mole’ game, not that we dislike moles! In 
the summer edition we were looking forward to restarting 
our visits, particularly to schools, at the beginning of June. 
It appears schools were reluctant to return to having visitors 
so we therefore turned to small birthday parties. These were 
then shut down by the rule of six in September. Our diary 
in October was starting to look healthy for the November 
and December bookings…only to be hit by the Lockdown 
2! When this is all over, we hope in years to come that our 
children and grandchildren will not judge us harshly when 
we pass them the baton of paying for many in our nation to 
do nothing for a year.
Meanwhile, life on the farm has continued and the footpath 
has never been busier with people walking through and 
seeing the animals. As many of you will have noticed we 
have taken down the old donkey shelter which was made 
from sections of the Yendells’ guide hut and replaced it 
with a steel framed barn with a proper concrete floor, the 
materials of which were paid for by a grant from EHDC. 

Hopefully the donkeys will appreciate the effort and it will 
also make our job of looking after them, and the sheep at 
lambing time, much easier.
Bramble the baby donkey made an appearance on 1st 
October. We had been thinking the big day would never 
come, but in the end when we made our way up to feed 
them that morning, there she was walking about with 
Maggie her Mum as if to say, what has all the fuss been 
about? She is now out with the other donkeys and seems 
to holding her own against her two older brothers. She 
is very friendly and we are already teaching her to walk 
behind her Mum on a halter.
Some of you may have heard that, in conjunction with 
Rev Gordon and Ruth Randall, we have been planning a 
new look Village Live Nativity. Knowing that Christmas is 
no doubt going to be rather different this year for most 
people, we are hoping (lock down permitting) to run a 
walk-through nativity around the village with animals and a 
different part of the story being told at each location. Keep 
an eye on our Facebook page and the village grapevine. If 
prevented from doing this, we will do our best to put it on 
in 2021.
Here’s wishing you all a Happy Christmas and a slightly 
more “normal” 2021.
Sarah & Tom Main

Mill Cottage Farm
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Who could have imagined the impact Covid-19 would 
have on society, the environment and the economy locally 
and globally? Out of such despair, there is hope the start of 
a new chapter where you can do your utmost to embrace 
the ‘new normal’ and use it as the catalyst for change and 
as an opportunity!
Big birthdays and lockdown
It seems like an age when back in February and March we 
were celebrating ‘a big birthday’ that began by chasing 
the Northern Lights in Iceland before enjoying a family 
getaway to one of our favourite places in the New Forest. 
Then more celebrations with a family day out in London 
and an adventure with our two girls, Sofia and April-Rose 
complimented with a meal at the OXO Tower and a good 
time partying with our wider and loving family who had 
travelled down to the big smoke from ‘up North’. 
Then in the blink of an eye the world came to a halt and 
we, like everyone else had to adapt to the ‘new normal’ 
that was emerging. We are incredibly optimistic about the 
future; we see the glass half full rather than half empty and 
that’s why we made the choice to embrace our new future 
as a result of Covid. Immediately for us a family we felt some 
of the positives of the furlough scheme and lockdown, we 
got more family time and no more early mornings for the 
6.12am train to London!
We were able to enjoy our time, we relished the opportunity 
that life had thrown at us making the most of even the 
simplest of things that like many others we had taken for 
granted. We laughed as if we had never laughed before 
and played continuously from morning until dawn, the 
glorious weather was a ‘Godsend’ so we could be in the 
garden from first thing until early and late evening. We did 
spend a small fortune though on birthday and anniversary 
cakes to celebrate using Facetime, Zoom and WhatsApp 
video and we’ve had our money’s worth of our dinosaur 
paddling pool.
For us, the small milestones became big milestones, 
embracing each one was a reason to celebrate and shout 
about sharing it all with all our family and friends more than 
we have ever done before. Our youngest daughter April-
Rose took her first steps, now she is running and she cut her 
first tooth and Sofia subsequently is now potty trained and 
suddenly whizzing around on her scooter!
What about the future?
We admit it, we were worried that the girls were going to 
be affected by the lack of social interaction with others, 
especially not being in nursery. Connecting with others was 
really key, so we have reconnected with friends and family 
again in a new way which is just wonderful.  Like many 
others we discovered Mill Cottage Farm and we became 
more frequent visitors to Holybourne duck pond. Even 
if we couldn’t go inside, we were able to sit and reflect 
on our new daily routine amidst the unnerving world that 
surrounded us and we were slowly becoming carefree 

Embracing the new norm

again in a way that only children know how. They’ve 
reminded us and equally taught us so much.
Like many others and particularly given the transition from 
full-time employment, to furlough and subsequently 
redundancy we’ve had a good long hard think about our 
future. Consequently we made a life changing decision, 
and in a time of stress, fear and uncertainty about our future 
and the legacy we had hoped for our girls it has helped us 
to focus, be positive and embrace our dreams of the future 
that’s equally full of excitement and new adventures as it is 
unnerving and worrying.
So what’s our new future look like?
We have launched two businesses, I guess you could call 
them “his n hers!”. Our first, and the one that Suzie will 
manage is Cochoa Travel providing tailor-made holidays 
with our promise and commitment never to offer a one 
size fits all holiday experience. We want everyone to 
know that you can have every confidence that the holiday 
you book with Cochoa Travel is fully protected. We have 
partnered with the Holiday Franchise Company and Hays 
Independent Travel for support so we have the backing of 
a large, stable and financially strong group. At a time when 
we are all rethinking how we travel, you can be assured 
that you can start planning and believing again so that have 
something to look forward to. 
For John its Mutua Socius.  A HSE management consultancy 
business, based on more than 20 years working for FTSE 
250 businesses, some of which are global with FTSE 
100 and Fortune 250 clients along with national and 
local government, construction, renewables and energy 
efficiencies. 
John’s ethos is that HSE is there to help businesses not 
hinder them and he can honestly say that overall during 
his HSE career that he has added a positive return on 
investment by focusing on the opportunities HSE brings 
and not the negatives.  John is a Chartered Fellow of IOSH 
the world’s largest professional body for the health and 
safety professionals, author of several published articles, 
a lead auditor, lead accident investigator and currently 
mentor to a handful emerging risk leaders. 
All in all, we are very much embracing the crisis as a catalyst 
for change. 
Cochoa Travel www.cochoatravel.com  
Mutua Socius www.mutuasocius.co.uk
Suzie and John Nelson
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At the end of August, eight local cyclists from the White 
Hart Vueltas embarked on the challenge of riding from 
Holybourne to Land’s End, and back in just four days, to 
raise money for the Rosemary Foundation.
Inspired to try something unique in a year where most 
cycling and other events have been cancelled, the idea 
stemmed from a friend being cared for by the local 
hospice-at-home charity. 
The challenge required daily rides of around 250km 
(around 155 miles) over the hilly terrain of the south west 
of England, all while maintaining social distancing and 
required safety protocols.
On day one, the eight riders were joined by more ‘day 
trippers’ as they left the White Hart at 7am on Tuesday 20th 
August. The weather was warm but the headwind already 
making forward progress more difficult than one would 
have hoped with such a long distance to travel.
Early punctures were swiftly fixed as the riders passed 
Winchester, rode into Dorset and towards the challenging 
hills of the south coast. The Hardy Monument was reached 
in blazing sunshine and the coastal town of Lyme Regis 
visited, before the arduous climb out, and the run towards 
the end of day one in Exeter.
Day two started with a stark choice to be made. The 
remnants of storm Francis brought rain and 70mph winds 
to the South West and most riders decided to prioritise 
safety by taking the train to the next stop rather than riding 
over Dartmoor or along the main dual carriageway in high 
winds. Two riders did start, but the brutal nature of the 
winds forced an early stop.

White Hart Vueltas Charity Ride
That left a long stage three, where 
the riders departed from Hayle to 
‘tag in’ at Land’s End and stop for the 
obligatory photo and some sustenance. Turning around, a 
tailwind finally helped the riders back up the northern side 
of the peninsula, as they descended into fishing villages 
and tourist hotspots such as Portreath, Perranporth and 
Newquay. Turning inland the roads became more varied 
with short climbs and steep descents, before the final flat 
run-in from Bideford to Barnstaple on the old railway line.
Day four was the longest of all at 260km, but with a tailwind 
and the promise of a much needed rest the riders set off 
once again at the crack of dawn. The early empty roads 
made for lovely riding, despite the rain that was now falling, 
before navigating around Taunton and onto the Somerset 
levels, where the sun reappeared.
By this point, riders were suffering with physical niggles 
and ailments, along with no little fatigue. But the pace was 
kept high by the kilometres counting down and the helpful 
tailwind as the riders passed through the rest of Somerset, 
Wiltshire and back into Hampshire, and familiar roads.
At 7pm on Sunday evening, the ‘Vueltas’ rolled back into 
Holybourne to a warm welcome from villagers and fellow 
cyclists, having spent an average of 10 hours a day on the 
bike and raising over £3,000 for the Rosemary Foundation. 
To donate, you can go to:
https://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/Team/WhiteHartVueltas1

Left to right - Simon 
Legg, Tim Parker, 
Charles Walters, Bill 
Budd, Daniel Adams, 
Kevin Jackson, Howard 
Gadsby, James Russell

White Hart Vueltas
Help us change the world! Make a donation now.

uk.virginmoneygiving.com
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HOLYBOURNE VILLAGE HALL

Available for public hire, offering a
maximum capacity of 60 people, a fully-
fitted and equipped kitchen, toilet
facilities and full level access.
The hall is situated in the centre of the
village, just a few yards up Church Lane
from London Road.

HOURLY HIRE RATES
Holybourne Residents
Weekdays: £9.50
Weekends before 18:00 £11.00
Weekends after 18:00 £12.50
Non-Holybourne Residents
Weekdays: £11.00
Weekends before 18:00 £13.50
Weekends after 18:00 £18.00

BOOKING ENQUIRIES
Vickie Kemp
01420 549074 / 07737 369803
villagehall@holybourne.com

ONLINE HALL AVAILABILITY
www.holybourne.com
Select the ‘Village Hall’
Press “Click Here to Book”

The china, glass and cutlery in the kitchen are all included in the cost of the hire.
Hirers must ensure that the duration of their booking is sufficient for any setting up and clearing up. Free access to the hall cannot be given for this purpose.

Cardiac Rehab is a local charity we are always happy to 
support. Like all charities their fund raising has been hit 
massively by the Covid restrictions but not the need for 
their support. Please support the Cardiac Rehab Centre by 
joining their latest fundraising events from the comfort of 
your own home. Coming up are:

Cardiac Rehab fundraising events 

To book tickets visit: www.cardiac-rehab.co.uk/events

Local author Chris Heal will discuss the contents 
of his new book “The Four Marks Murders”, 
delving into the murky world of murder in this 
quiet Hampshire village.

Our very own founder, Dr Hugh Bethell, talking 
about the importance of Exercise, Fitness and 
Health - a perfect start to the new year!

Local historian Tony Cross discussing how Alton 
developed during the period Queen Victoria 
was on the throne.

Wednesday Winter Webinar - Four Marks Murders

Wednesday Winter Webinar - Exercise, Fitness & Health

Wednesday Winter Webinar - Victorian Alton

Event Date & Times 2/12/20, 7 - 8pm

Individual Price £10 per person

Event Date & Times 6/1/21, 7 - 8pm

Individual Price £10 per person

Event Date & Times 3/2/21, 7 - 8pm

Individual Price £10 per person
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Waterbrook Road (off Mill Lane) 

ALTON, GU34 2UD 
 

01420 571234 

Timber | Building Materials | Paving | Fencing | Bathrooms | Hand Tools | Ironmongery | Decorating | Doors & Windows 

Bathroom 
Design 

Board 
Cutting 

Free 
Parking 

Delivery 
Service 

Expert 
Advice 

Lift to 1st 
Floor 

Trade & 
Public 

Welcome 
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High-Quality Printing

Your partner in design

01252 314765 / 01252 330683

High-Quality Design

Parish & Church Magazines . Magazines . Newsletters
Brochures . Leaflets . Calendars . Postcards
Greeting Cards . Stationery . Banners . & More

Graphic Design . Page Layouts
Photo Editing . Text Editing
Content Management

Please get in touch if you would like us
to help you to make your newsletter or
magazine make its mark.

info@imprintcolour.co.uk www.imprintcolour.co.uk

01420 594644 info@sl-design.co.uk www.sl-design.co.uk

Imprint Colour Limited,
Unit 3 Pegasus Court, North Lane,
Aldershot, Hampshire. GU12 4QP

Stephen Lewis Design Consultancy, 4 Archery Rise, Alton, Hampshire. GU34 1PG

A High-Quality
Partnership


